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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. "I began to understand the significance of the effort to advertise one's resistance to the
mainstream and undo one's access to privilege through a modification of one's clothing or body

or skin." (p. 30) How might university students increase or decrease their chances of being
admitted to mainstream campus culture? How would you define a mainstream? Is there only

one?

2. Eula Biss writes, "There is no biological basis for what we call race, meaning that most human

variation occurs within individual 'races' rather than between them. Race is a social fiction. But

it is also, for now at least, a social fact." (p.17) If race is a social rather than a biological fact,

how would you go about describing the author's "race"?

3. Living in New York dispelled all her illusions says the author of Notes from No Man's Land,

except for the "empty fantasy of complete autonomy." How could the idea of complete

autonomy be a fantasy for someone already achieving greater independence as a college

student?

4. In his Afterword to Notes from No Man's Land, Robert Polito observes that Eula Biss writes

impressively on such subjects as race, identity, geography, heredity and fate because she

writes with "self skepticism" and a mix of "insistence and quandary." Do you find these qualities

in Biss's writing? Would you add to or modify Polito's observation?

5. "What it means to be white seems to elude no one as fully as it eludes those of us who are

white," writes Biss. (p. 31) Where do you see this claim supported in the book? Is she
correct? What does Biss suggest it might mean to be white in the U.S.? Is it any easier to

know what it means to be nonwhite?

6. In "All Apologies," Biss describes a great many forms of apology, including apologizing without

apologizing. (p. 198) What do you think she ultimately might be saying about public and

private expressions of regret or requests for forgiveness? And on what subjects?
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